MPL Children’s Dept. presents

Realistic

JMID Novels

Where the Streets Had a Name  JMID ABDEL
How Lamar’s Bad Prank Won a Bubba-Sized Trophy   JMID ALLEN
Rules for Secret Keeping  JMID BARNHOL
Kinda Like Brothers  JMID BOOTH
Leap of Faith    JMID BRADLEY
Just a Drop of Water   JMID CERRA
Al Capone Does My Shirts  JMID CHOLDEN
Chicken Boy   JMID DOWELL
Out of My Mind   JMID DRAPER
The Year the Swallows Came Early  JMID FITZMAU
Saturday Boy   JMID FLEMING
Joey Pigza (series)  JMID GANTOS
With a Name Like Love  JMID HILMO
1001 Cranes  JMID HIRAHAR
Unhooking the Moon   JMID HUGHES
Hero of Lesser Causes  JMID JOHNSTO
Half a World Away  JMID KADOHAT
The Evolution of Calpurnia Tate  JMID KELLY
Lily B. on the Brink of Cool (series)  JMID KIMMEL
Homesick  JMID KLISE
See You at Harry’s  JMID KNOWLES
The Outcasts of 19 Schuyler Place  JMID KONIGSB
Inside Out and Back Again  JMID LAI
Wonder  JMID PALACIO
The Higher Power of Lucky  JMID PATRON
Lawn Boy (series)  JMID PAULSEN
Criss Cross  JMID PERKINS
The Wednesday Wars  JMID SCHMIDT
Liar & Spy  JMID STEAD
Three Times Lucky  JMID TURNAGE
Moon Over Manifest  JMID VANDERP